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LEARNING FRAMEWORKS
A Learner-Centered Approach
Learning to overcome the integration and
change management challenges demands
forward generative, lean, agile, growth system
thinking and frameworks. The Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development’s
(OECD) Learning Compass 2030, and Building
Information
Modeling
(BIM)
learning
frameworks and software for machine learning
are key to learn from data, detect patterns, and
testing. Combined with other systems and
technology could transform degenerative
systems to net-zero and living ecosystems.
Norway, Denmark, Finland, and Sweden were
the first BIM adopters, mandating it for public
projects. By investing heavily in such
technological development and innovation to
support their green transitions, they lead in the
net-zero race. Whereas Canada lags in adopting BIM and other innovative systems and technologies,
negatively impacting learners, innovators, and people due to various reasons: scope recognition, legacy
equipment, data migration and training costs, general resistance and reluctance, or endless CAD and BIM
debates, the values add up with each 10 dimension to make the most informed decisions.
BIM will be an important part of VITAE's first virtual living lab, aimed at promoting creative, lean, agile and
sustainable (re)development thinking, generating total value for stakeholders. Living labs (LL) are physical
regions or virtual realities, or interaction spaces, in which stakeholders form Public-Private-People
Partnerships (4Ps) of companies, public agencies, universities, users, and other stakeholders, all
collaborating for creation, prototyping, validating, and testing of new technologies, services, products, and
systems in real-life contexts. (Leminen, 2013; Westerlund & Leminen, 2011). As such, living labs are used
by communities and for innovation (Carleton University Technology Innovation Management).

DISCOVERING, DEVELOPING, AND DELIVERING BEST PRACTICES
Built on Sustainable Development Successes and Lessons Learned

Real green infrastructures, circular or resource-based economies for sustainable development, and
changing or remaking old degenerative systems to real net-zero and living ecosystems, will come from
holistic automated wide area networking platform systems and technology design. Which will be an
integrated information management/intelligent technologies (IM/IT), and information communication
technologies (ICT) and facilitating iterations, including normative guidelines.1
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Adapted from Dr Paul Brunner and (2012) Metabolism of the anthroposphere
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Such a virtual living lab is as important for community wealth building, as it is for professionals,
consumers, producers and other decision-makers to continuously gain real insights into lifecycle delivery
(business case, create/acquire/rent; operate and maintain; dispose, or replace). The benefits of living labs
include knowledge dissemination, technology input/transfer, multi-stakeholder exchanges, network cost
savings/profit sharing; innovation support, community wealth building, and now post-covid recovery. For
communities of place, interest and profession, or for ecosystems, the virtual living lab model added values
will be in its potential for community wealth building and leveraging the five global megatrends that will
shape the post-Covid world.
Irreversible Shifts:
Hyper-connectivity
Demographic Shifts
Environmental Crisis

Societal Shifts:
Health Revolution
Diversity as an Added Value

For resource-based or circular economies, the normative guideline imperatives include:
➢ Long-term perspective with clear structured boundaries, definitions and classifications;
➢ Large sized regions connected to their hinterlands with deliverable templates and themes;
➢ Sound knowledge of property locations, sizes and dynamics of substances (matter, information,
energy) metrics and checkpoints for clean cycles and safe final sinks.
➢ Metabolic system design in the whole regional system development strategy context;
➢ Considering regional idiosyncrasies for continued learning, innovation, and living lab frameworks
and tools to initiate, plan, execute, measure/verify, and close projects, programs, or portfolios.
On their own, gig workers, micro, small and medium enterprises, which are the backbone to all
economies, can hardly adopt such new learning frameworks, BIM, and new normative guidelines.
Through the generative VITAE multi-stakeholder cooperative and a 4P however, customers, legislators,
investors, commercial environment and organizational strategic plan decision-makers can transform:
1. education, gender and inequality;
2. health, well-being and demography;
3. energy, decarbonization and sustainable industry;
4. sustainable food, land, water and oceans;
5. sustainable cities and communities; and
6. digital revolution for sustainable development.
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For decision makers across the development, realty, and recovery value and supply chains, the virtual
living platform iterative system would facilitate ways to solve problems, while also generating revenues for
rapid return on investments through various means:
➢ Advertising2 and/or Revenue Splitting Subscription;
➢ Selling Goods/Services;
➢ Sponsorships, Grants, Contest Prizes for Education, Research and Development
➢ Referral Markets: Cost per Click (CPC), Cost per View (CPV), Cost per Install (CPI);
➢ Freemium Upsell, Transaction Fees, Crowdfunding,
➢ Data Mining and Use
Control Objectives for Intelligent Technologies COBIT) Governance for of in-situ dataset collection for
continued learning, innovation and living labs leveraging both people and artificial intelligence
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●

Integrated Governance for information management/intelligent technologies (IM/IT), information
communication technologies (ICT) and artificial intelligence (AI) systems and technologie design,
facilitating change management initiatives, aligned with portfolios, programs, and projects:
○ Entity Activities: An organic structure and generative ethos,
○ Activity Activities: A regenerative aim and iterative process

●

Substance (Matter, Information and Energy) Quality for clean material cycles and safe final
sinks to ensure health and safety leveraging (non)relational databases affecting thighs like
development charges, outcomes and impacts or objectives and key results.

●

Environmental Multi-Dimensional Modeling, Testing and Printing/Delivering for
○ Building Information Modeling (BIM) 10 dimensions;
○ 3D and 4D Printing
○ Asset Information Requirements (AIR);
○ Asset Life Cycle Information Management (ALIM)
○ Environmental Product Declaration
○ Integrated Resource Management and Circular Waste Management Systems

$412 billion is expected to be spent on application advertising in 2024
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VITAE’S VIRTUAL LIVING LAB CONCEPT - VERSION 1
An accessible central source of information for referencing
The diagram below is a high-level view of VITAE’s first virtual living lab concept and key features:
➢ COBIT Governance for public-private-people partnership (4P) in-situ data set collection for
continued virtual learning, innovation, and living labs for net-zero and living ecosystems.
➢ Global Positioning System (GPS) Coordinates and Geo-Information System (GIS) Database
for database construction, development and environmental model;
➢ Radio Frequency Identification (RFID); and Remote Sensors (RS) for geo-referencing and
feedback loop on investment, and resource, asset/liability, and waste (RAW) stocks and flows.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
For information on
the Generative VITAE Business Scoping Report for a New Generative
Multi-Stakeholder Cooperative for Continued Learning, Innovation and Living Labs, Click here.
For more information, or expressions of interest on the business, or the VITAE first Virtual Living Lab
model introduced herein, e-mail info@vitaegroup.ca or call 1-613-795-4632.

